Introduction
Let K be a field of characteristic zero, R = K[X 1 , . . . , X n ] and let I be an ideal in R. For i ≥ 0 let H i I (R) be the i th -local cohomology module of R with respect to I. Let A n (K) = K < X 1 , . . . , X n , ∂ 1 , . . . , ∂ n > be the n th Weyl algebra over K. By a result due to Lyubeznik, see [4] , the local cohomology modules H i I (R) are finitely generated A n (K)-modules for each i ≥ 0. In fact they are holonomic A n (K) modules. In [1] holonomic A n (K) modules are denoted as B n (K), the Bernstein class of left A n (K) modules.
Let N be a left A n (K) module. Now ∂ = ∂ 1 , . . . , ∂ n are pairwise commuting K-linear maps. So we can consider the De Rahm complex K(∂; N ). Notice that the De Rahm cohomology modules H * (∂; N ) are in general only K-vector spaces. They are finite dimensional if N is holonomic; see [1, Chapter 1, Theorem 6.1]. In particular H * (∂; H * I (R)) are finite dimensional K-vector spaces. In this paper we compute it for a few classes of ideals.
Throughout let K ⊆ L where L is an algebraically closed field. Let A n (L) be the affine n-space over L. If I is an ideal in R then V (I) L = {a ∈ A n (L) | f (a) = 0; for all f ∈ I};
denotes the variety of I in A n (L). By Hilbert's Nullstellensatz V (I) L is always non-empty. We say that an ideal I in R is zero-dimensional if ℓ(R/I) is finite and non-zero (here ℓ(−) denotes length). This is equivalent to saying that V (I) L is a finite non-empty set. If S is a finite set then let ♯S denote the number of elements in S. Our first result is Theorem 1. Let I ⊂ R be a zero-dimensional ideal. Then H i (∂; H For homogeneous ideals it is best to consider their vanishing set in a projective case. Throughout let P n−1 (L) be the projective n − 1 space over L. We assume n ≥ 2. Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R. Let V * (I) L = {a ∈ P n−1 (L) | f (a) = 0; for all f ∈ I};
denote the variety of I in P n−1 (L). Note that V * (I) L is a non-empty finite set if and only if ht(I) = n − 1. We prove Theorem 2. Let I ⊂ R be a height n − 1 homogeneous ideal. Then (R)) = 0 for i ≤ n − 2.
Altough I am unable to find a reference it is known that if M is holonomic then H i (∂, M ) = 0 for i < n − dim M ; here dim M = dimension of support of M . However the known proof uses sophisticated techniques like derived categories. We give an elementary proof of it.
Theorem 3. Let M be a holonomic A n (K)-module. Then H i (∂, M ) = 0 for i < n − dim M .
The advantage of our proof is that it can also be easily generalized to prove analogous results for power series rings and rings of convergent power series rings over C. To the best of my knowledge this is a new result. 
Let M be a holonomic A n (K)-module. By a result of Lyubeznik the set of associate primes of M as a R-module is finite. Note that the set Ass R (M ) has a natural partial order given by inclusion. We say P is a maximal isolated associate prime of M if P is a maximal ideal of R and also a minimal prime of M . We set mIso R (M ) to be the set of all maximal isolated associate primes of M . We show
We give an application of Theorem 5. Let I be an unmixed ideal of height ≤ n − 2. By Grothendieck vanishing theorem and the Hartshorne-Lichtenbaum vanishing theorem it follows that H n−1 I (R) is supported only at maximal ideals of R. By Theorem 5 we get
We now describe in brief the contents of the paper. In section 1 we discuss a few preliminary results that we need. In section 2 we make a few computations. This is used in section 3 to prove Theorem 1. In section 4 we make some additional computations and use it in section 5 to prove Theorem 2. In section 6 we prove Theorem 5. In section 7 we prove Theorem 3. In section 8 we prove Theorem 4.
Preliminaries
In this section we discuss a few preliminary results that we need. Remark 1.1. Altough all the results are stated for De-Rahm cohomology of a A n (K)-module M , we will actually work with De-Rahm homology. Note that
Consider it as a subring of A n (K). Then note that H i (∂, M ) is the i th Koszul homology module of M with respect to ∂.
The following result is well-known.
(linear change of variables)
. We consider a linear change of variables. Let U 1 , . . . , U n be new variables defined by
where d ij , c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ K are arbitrary and D = [d ij ] is an invertible matrix. We say that the change of variables is homogeneous if c i = 0 for all i.
tr . Using the chain rule it can be easily shown that
In particular we have that for any A n (K) module M an isomorphism of Koszul homologies
for all i ≥ 0.
1.5. Let I, J be two ideals in R with J ⊃ I and let M be a R-module. The inclusion
Proof. Let I = (a 1 , . . . , a s ). Using ( †) we may assume that J = I +(b). Let C(a; M ) be theČech-complex on M with respect to a. Let C(a, b; M ) be theČech-complex on M with respect to a, b. Note that we have a natural short exact sequence of complexes of R-modules
Since M is a A n (K)-module it is easily seen that the above map is a map of complexes of A n (K)-modules. It follows that the map
It is easy to see that this map is θ i J,I (M ).
1.7.
Let a, b be ideals in R and let M be an A n (K)-module. Consider the MayerVietoris sequence is a sequence of R-modules 
. However we will not use this fact in this paper.
1.9. Let I 1 , . . . , I n be proper ideals in R. Assume that they are pairwise co-maximal i.e.,
To prove this result note that I 1 and I 2 · · · I n are co-maximal. So it suffices to prove the result for n = 2. In this case we use the Mayer-Vieotoris sequence of local cohomology, see 1.7, to get an isomorphism of R-modules
Some computations
The goal of this section is to compute the Koszul homologies H * (∂ 1 , . . . , ∂ n ; N ) when N = R and when N = E the injective hull of R/(X 1 , . . . , X n ) = K. It is well-known that E = r1,...,rn≥0
Note that E has the obvious structure as a A n (K)-module with
otherwise.
and
It is convenient to introduce the following notation.
with atmost finitely many t r non-zero.
Notice that
Comparing coefficients we get that if ∂ n (t) = 0 then t = 0.
For computing H 0 (∂ n ; E n ) we first note that as K-vector spaces
where
For r n ≥ 1 note that
We now show that Lemma 2.2. For c = 1, 2, . . . , n we have,
Proof. We prove the result by induction on t = n − c. For t = 0 it is just the Lemma 2.1. Let t ≥ 1 and assume the result for t − 1. Let ∂ = ∂ c , ∂ c+1 , . . . , ∂ n and 
As a corollary to the above result we have
We now compute the de Rahm homology H * (∂; R). We first prove
Proof. This is just calculus.
The proof of the following result is similar to the proof of 2.2.
Lemma 2.5. For c = 1, 2, · · · , n we have,
We will need the following computation in part 2 of this paper.
Clearly if v ∈ R f is a constant then ∂ i v = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n. By a linear change in variables we may assume that f = X s n + lower terms in X n . Note that by 1.4 the de Rahm homology does not change.
Suppose if possible there exists a non
Since f is squarefree we have f = f 1 · · · f m where f i are distinct irreducible polynomials. As f is monic in X n we have that f i is monic in X n for each i.
Since f ∂ n (a) = ra∂ n (f ) we have that f i divides a∂ n (f ) for each i. Note that if
which is easily seen to be a contradiction since f i is monic in X n . Thus f i divides a for each i = 1, . . . , m. Therefore f divides a, which is a contradiction. Thus H n (∂; R f ) only consists of constants.
We have an exact sequence Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.7). So we get H n (∂, H 1 I (R)) = 0. Also as H i (∂, R) = 0 for i < n we get
Proof of Theorem 1
In this section we prove Theorem 1. Throughout K ⊆ L where L is an algebraically closed field. We first prove:
for all i ≥ 0. Thus we may assume a 1 = a 2 = · · · = a n = 0. Finally note that H n m (R) = E the injective hull of R/m = K. So our result follows from Theorem 2.3.
We now give a proof of Theorem 1.
So A n (L) and S are faithfully flat extensions of A n (K) and R respectively. It follows that
Thus we may as well assume that K = L is algebraically closed. Since I is zerodimensional we have √ I = m 1 ∩ m 2 ∩ · · · ∩ m r , where m 1 , . . . , m r are distinct maximal ideals and r = ♯V (I) L , the number of points in V (I) L . By 1.9 we have an isomorphism of A n (K)-modules
In particular we have that
Since K is algebraically closed each maximal ideal m in R is of the form (X 1 − a 1 , . . . , X n − a n ). The result follows from Lemma 3.1.
some computations-II
Let R = K[X 1 , . . . , X n ] and let P = (X 1 , . . . , X n−1 ). The goal of this section is to compute H i (∂; H n−1 P (R)) for all i ≥ 0. As before it is convenient to introduce the following notation. For i = 1, · · · , n let R i = K[X 1 , . . . , X i ], m i = (X 1 , . . . , X i ) and let E i be the injective hull of
Notice that R n−1 ⊆ R n is a faithfully flat extension. So
We first prove the following:
for some c ∈ K and r 1 , . . . , r n−1 ≥ 0. Notice that
for some c ∈ K and r 1 , . . . , r n−1 ≥ 0. Let
Notice that ∂ n (u) = v. Thus it follows that H 0 (∂ n ; E n−1 [X n ]) = 0.
Next we prove
Lemma 4.2. For c = 1, 2, . . . , n we have,
Proof. We prove the result by induction on t = n − c. For t = 0 it is just the Lemma 4.1. Let t ≥ 1 and assume the result for t − 1. Let ∂ = ∂ c , ∂ c+1 , . . . , ∂ n and ∂ ′ = ∂ c+1 , . . . , ∂ n . For each i ≥ 0 we have an exact sequence
So H i (∂; E n−1 [X n ]) = 0 for i ≥ 3 and for i = 0. Notice that
(by induction hypothesis). = 0; by Lemma 2.1.
Similarly we have
= H 0 (∂ c ; E c ); (by induction hypothesis).
= E c−1 ; by Lemma 2.1.
As a corollary we obtain
Proof of Theorem 2
In this section we prove Theorem 2. Throughout K ⊆ L where L is an algebraically closed field. We first prove: where a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ∈ K, be a homogeneous prime ideal in
. . , n − 1 and let U n = X n . Then by 1.4
for all i ≥ 0. Thus we may assume a 1 = a 2 = · · · = a n−1 = 0. The result follows from Theorem 4.3.
We now give
Proof of Theorem 2. As shown in the proof of Theorem 1 we may assume that K = L is algebraically closed. We take X n = 0 to be the hyperplane at infinity. After a homogeneous linear change of variables we may assume that there are no zero's of V (I) in the hyperplane X n = 0; see 1.4. Thus
where r = ♯V (I) and Q i = (X 1 − a i1 X n , · · · , X n−1 − a i,n−1 X n ) for i = 1, . . . , r. We first note that H n I (R) = 0. This can be easily proved by induction on r and using the Mayer-Vieotoris sequence.
We prove the result by induction on r. For r = 1 the result follows from Lemma 5.1. So assume r ≥ 2 and that the result holds for r − 1.
. . , X n ). By Mayer-Vieotoris sequence and the fact that H n Qr (R) = H n J (R) = 0 we get an exact sequence of R- Let e be a non-zero element of soc R (C). Consider the map
Clearly φ is A n (K)-linear. Since φ(A n (K)m) = 0 we get an A n (K)-linear map φ :
To prove that φ is an isomorphism, note that φ is R-linear. Since φ induces an isomprhism on socles we get that φ is injective. As H n m (R) is an injective Rmodule and φ is injective R-linear map we have that C ∼ = image φ ⊕ coker φ as R-modules. Set N = coker φ. Note that soc R (N ) = 0. Also note that as R-module C is supported only at m. So N is supported only at m. Since soc R (N ) = 0 we get that N = 0. So φ is surjective. Thus φ is an A n (K)-linear isomorphism of A n (K)-modules.
proof of Theorem 5
In this section we prove Theorem 5.
6.1.
Let A be a Noetherian ring, I an ideal in A and let M be an A-module, not necessarily finitely generated. Set
The following result is well-known. For lack of a suitable reference we give sketch of a proof here. When M is finitely generated, for a proof of the following result see [2, Proposition 3.13].
Lemma 6.2. [with hyotheses as above]
Proof. (sketch) Note that if P ∈ Ass A Γ I (M ) then P ⊇ I. It follows that if P ∈ Ass A M and P I then P ∈ Ass A M/Γ I (M ). It can be easily verified that if P ∈ Ass A M/Γ I (M ) then P I. Also note that if P I then Γ I (M ) P = 0. Thus
The result follows.
We now give
Proof of Theorem 5. First consider the case when K is algebraically closed. Set
Here P 1 , . . . , P s are minimal primes of M which are not maximal ideals.
. By Lemma 6.2 we get that
Let mIso(M ) = {m 1 , . . . , m r }. Set J = m 1 m 2 · · · m r . Since m 1 , . . . , m r are comaximal we get by 1.9 that as A n (K)-modules
Set E = N/Γ J (N ). By Lemma 6.2 we get that Ass R E = ∅. So E = 0. Thus
Since K is algebraiclly closed we have that for each i = 1, . . . , r the maximal ideal m i = (X 1 − a i1 , . . . , X n − a in ) for some a ij ∈ K. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that
The exact sequence 0 → Γ I (M ) → M → N → 0 yields an exact sequence of de Rahm homologies
since H 1 (∂; N ) = 0. The result follows. So we have proved the result when K is algebraically closed. Now consider the case when K is not algebraically closed.
We assume the claim for the moment. Note that
It remains to prove Claim-1. By Theorem 23.2(ii) of [5] we have
Suppose m is an isolated maximal prime of M . Notice S/mS has finite length. It follows that
for some maximal ideals m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m r of S.
Note that Claim-2 implies Claim-1. It remains to prove Claim-2.
Suppose if possible some m i / ∈ mIso S (M ⊗ R S). Then there exist Q m i and Q ∈ Ass S (M ⊗ R S). Note that Q is not a maximal ideal in S. By ( †) we have that Q ∈ Ass S S P S for some P ∈ Ass R (M ).
Notice that as Q is not a maximal ideal in S we have that P is not a maximal ideal in R. Also note that by Theorem 23.2(i) of [5] we have
Thus m is not an isolated maximal prime of M , a contradiction.
An application of Theorem 5 is the following result:
Proof. We first show that M = H n−1 I (R) is supported only at maximal ideals of R. As M is I-torsion it follows that any P ∈ Supp(M ) contains I.
We first show that if ht P ≤ n − 2 then P / ∈ Supp(M ). Note M P = H n−1 IRP (R P ) = 0 by Grothendieck vanishing theorem as dim R P = ht P ≤ n − 2. So P / ∈ Supp(M ). Next we prove that ht P = n − 1 then P / ∈ Supp(M ). Let R P be the completion of R P with respect to its maximal ideal. As I is unmixed we have dim R P /I P > 0. So I R P is not P R P -primary. Therefore
by Hartshorne-Lichtenbaum Vanishing theorem. As R P is a faithfully flat R P algebra we have M P = 0.
Thus M is supported at only maximal ideals of R. It follows that Ass A (M ) = mIso R (M ). The result now follows from Theorem 5.
proof of Theorem 3
In this section we give an elementary proof of Theorem 3. Set
We begin by the following result on vanishing (and non-vanishing) of de Rahm homology of a simple A n (K)-module. If M is a simple A n (K)-module then it is well-known that Ass R (M ) consists of a singleton set.
To prove the above theorem we need a criterion for an ideal I to be equal to (I ∩ R n−1 )R. This is provided by the following: Lemma 7.2. Let I be an ideal in R. Set J = I ∩ R n−1 . Then the following are equivalent: Iterating we obtain that c j ∈ I for all j.
Notice that (3) =⇒ (1) is trivial. We now show (3) =⇒ (2). Let ξ ∈ I. Let ξ = m j=0 c j X j n where c j ∈ R n−1 for j = 0, . . . , m. By hypothesis c j ∈ I for each j. Notice c j ∈ I ∩ R n−1 = J. Thus I ⊆ JR. The assertion JR ⊆ I is trivial. So I = JR.
Finally we prove that (2) =⇒ (3). If b ∈ J and r ∈ R then notice that if br = m j=0 c j X j n where c j ∈ R n−1 for j = 0, . . . , m then each c j ∈ J. As I = JR each ξ ∈ I is a finite sum b 1 r 1 + · · · + b s r s where b i ∈ J and r i ∈ R. The assertion follows.
The following corollary is useful.
Corollary 7.3. Let P be a prime ideal in R and let I be an ideal in R with
. lower terms in X n . By Lemma 7.2 we get that c s m ∈ I. It follows that c m ∈ P . Thus ξ − c m X m n ∈ P . Iterating we obtain that c j ∈ P for all j. So by Lemma 7.2 we get that P = QR.
We now give
Proof of Theorem 7.1. First suppose H 0 (∂ n , M ) = 0. Let a ∈ M with P = (0 : a). Say ∂ n b = a. Set I = (0 : b).
We first claim that I ⊆ P . Let ξ ∈ I 2 . Notice ∂ n ξ = ξ∂ n + ∂ n (ξ). Also note that ∂ n (ξ) ∈ I. So we have that ∂ n ξb = ξa + ∂ n (ξ)b. Thus ξa = 0. So ξ ∈ P . Thus I 2 ⊆ P . As P is a prime ideal we get that I ⊆ P . Next we claim that ∂ n (I) ⊆ I. Let ξ ∈ I. We have
Since M is simple we have that M = A n (K)a. So b = da for some d ∈ A n (K). It can be easily verified that there exists s ≥ 1 with P s d ⊆ A n (K)P . It follows that P s ⊆ I. Thus √ I = P . The result follows from 7.3. Next suppose H 1 (∂ n ; M ) = 0. Say a ∈ ker ∂ n is non-zero. Set J = (0 : a). Let ξ ∈ J. Notice ∂ n ξa = ξ∂ n a + ∂ n (ξ)a. Thus ∂ n (ξ)a = 0. Thus ∂ n (J) ⊆ J.
By hypothesis M is simple and Ass R (M ) = {P }. Now Γ P (M ) is a non-zero A n (K)-submodule of M . As M is simple we have that M = Γ P (M ). Thus P s a = 0 for some s ≥ 1. Thus P s ⊆ J. Also note that for any R-module E the maximal elements in the set {(0 : e) | e = 0} are associate primes of E. Thus J = (0 : a) ⊆ P . Therefore √ J = P . The result follows from 7.3.
Remark 7.4. Let P be a prime ideal in R. Set Q = P ∩ R n−1 . Then it can be easily seen that
Furthermore ht Rn−1 Q = ht R P if and only if P = QR. 7.6. Let M be a R-module, not-necessarily finitely generated. By dim M we mean dimension of support of M . We set dim 0 = −∞. It can be easily seen that the following are equivalent:
(1) dim M ≤ n − i.
(2) M P = 0 for all primes P with ht P < i.
To prove Theorem 3 by induction we need the following:
Proof. For i = 1, . . . , c we have an exact sequence
(1) We prove the first inequality. Suppose if possible H 0 (∂ n ; C i ) = 0 for all i. Then by the above exact sequence we get H 0 (∂ n ; V i ) = 0 for all i. So H 0 (∂ n , M ) = 0. Therefore the first inequality holds in this case.
Now suppose H 0 (∂ n ; C i ) = 0 for some i. Set
If c = 0 then we have nothing to prove. Now suppose c > 0. Let P be a prime in R with ht P < c. Then H 0 (∂ n ; C i ) P = 0 for all i. By the above exact sequence we get H 0 (∂ n ; V i ) P = 0 for all i. So H 0 (∂ n , M ) P = 0. Thus by 7.6 we get dim
We have nothing to prove if N i = 0. So assume N i = 0. By 7.5, N i is Q i -torsion. By 7.4 we have ht
Here the last inequality follows from 7.7.
(2). The proof of the first inequality is same as that in (1).
If dim M = 0 then note that d i = n for all i. So P i is a maximal ideal in R. It follows that P i = Q i R. So by Theorem 7.1 we get W i = 0. Now assume dim M ≥ 1. If W i = 0 then we have nothing to prove. So assume W i = 0. Then by Theorem 7.1 we have
We now give Proof of Theorem 3. We prove by induction on n that H i (∂, M ) = 0 for i > dim M . We first consider the case when n = 1. We have nothing to prove when dim M = 1. If dim M = 0 then M is only supported at maximal ideals. Let
be a composition series of M . For i = 1, . . . , c set C i = V i /V i−1 . Let P i = Ass C i . Then P i is a maximal ideal of R. By 7.1 we have
proof of Theorem 4
In this section we prove Theorem 4. We only prove it in the case of Remark 8.1. Let M be a holonomic D n -module. Then H 1 (∂ n ; M ) is a holonomic D n−1 -module; see [7] . However H 0 (∂ n ; M ) need not be a holonomic D n−1 -module; see [8] . Nevertheless there exists a change of variables such that H i (∂ n ; M ) are holonomic D n−1 -modules for i = 0, 1; see [9] .
Iteratively it follows that there exists a change of variables such that H i (∂ ′ ; M ) is finite dimensional K-vector spaces for i ≥ 0. Note that H i (∂; M ) ∼ = H i (∂ ′ ; M ) for all i ≥ 0 it follows that H i (∂; M ) are finite dimensional K-vector spaces.
Remark 8.5. We now genralize Remark 7.4. Let P be a prime ideal in O n . Set Q = P ∩ O n−1 . It is elementary that ht On−1 Q ≤ ht On P with equality if and only if P = QO n .
However the assertion ht Q ≥ ht P − 1 requires a proof. I thank J. K. Verma for providing this proof. Note that ht Q = ht QO n . Set A = O n−1 /Q and B = O n /QO n = A[[X n ]]. Set n = P/QO n . Let S be the non-zero elements of A. Then n ∩ S = ∅. So ht n = ht nS Proof. Let E be a holonomic D n -module. Then H 1 (∂ n ; E) is a holonomic D n−1 -module; see [7] . Note that we have an exact sequence of D n−1 -modules Proof. The assertions (1) and (2) follow from Proposition 8.6. The proof of assertions (3) and (4) is similar to that of (1) and (2) in Lemma 7.8.
We now give
Proof of Theorem 4. Let
be a composition series of a holonomic-module M . For i = 1, . . . , c set C i = V i /V i−1 . Let C = c i=1 C i . Choose a change of variables with H i (∂ n ; C) holonomic D n−1 module for i = 0, 1. Then by Lemma 8.7 we have that H i (∂ n ; C j ) are holonomic D n−1 module for i = 0, 1 and j = 1, . . . , c. Furthermore H i (∂ n ; M ) are holonomic D n−1 -module for i = 0, 1.
After this choice of variables the proof of Theorem 4 is now identical to proof of Theorem 3.
